With the popularity of computing cloud in recent decade, sensitive information is stored in cloud systems. To protect the sensitive data before saving, cryptographic operation must be done. In cryptography with the traditional method the user can search its data with high security ability, but the disadvantage of this method is to enter the same items in data for searching. And there is not any virtual error for false type. This major weakness causes not to harmonize the alone mentioned method in searching on cloud servers. In this paper we solve the search problem of cloud encrypted words in light and fuzzy system with maintaining the data security. Its aim is to search in cases which there is not the user's possible errors be changed into the rules using a light and fuzzy network, and discussed with the use of neural network to learning the pattern of the server data, and when searching the network provides the closest option to the user. Our experimental results show that this method of diagnosis is above 90 percent in the scope of the written rules for fuzzy system.
Introduction
With the popularity of computing cloud in recent decade sensitive information is stored in cloud systems. This information class contains emails, medical records, governmental documents, etc. The responsibility for keeping the data owners from data physically is resolved with storing the data and they can enjoy keeping this service when being available. Yet, the data owners and cloud servers may not be too trusting. Owners may also be willing to share their information with certain users. The users also may want to search certain information. One of the methods for this is to select the search by keyword instead of searching all data in encrypted (such as Google). Unfortunately, encrypting data restrict searching by keywords in traditional method. Furthermore, keywords give brief information on the data that it is possible to endanger data security. Although encrypting the keywords can also make it more secure, the searching manner is like traditional methods. To enhance data security, encryption technique search has been in past years [1] and [2] . In this method, a remarkable idea (i) with each keyword is considered that it is similar to extracting the features of the keyword, and is stored with the file of the keyword contents that this idea with keeping keywords information and main text can provide the search result. The above method must come the same keyword in the search field and there is not any virtual error for typing error like the words "office" that it was the users "office" or PO Box which it was P.O. Box. The presentation of a mechanism that it just checks the words from grammatical aspects cannot be an appropriate solution. For example, if a user type the word "house" it is correct from grammatical aspect, but in the sentence "go in my house" it is clear that the user has typed the word "house" false. Then grammar checking mechanism cannot be a good solution easily. A neurofuzzy can get a correct result with the correct combination of grammatical correction and the meaning understanding. In this paper we will use on searching the keywords in clause using neurofuzzy. In searching in neurofuzzy method in cases the user types the same item in Cloud, the result will be correct and when there is not the word in cloud, neurofuzzy network find the closest option with its seen trained models. The basis of the work is divided into several categories. Part 2 deals with the definitions, the basic concepts, the description of the system model and the description of the required background for implementation of this article. In part 3 we will collect and review the characteristics of the past works and we will express past problems. In part 4 we present the suggested approaches from the method of this article, and in part 5 we will evaluate our suggested approach. In part 6 the practical results are expressed and part 7 concludes the article.
Definitions and basic concepts

System model
In this paper we have a cloud data system including data owner and the users from data and the server. C is the stored data set in the server (C= (F1, F2,.., FN) ). And the keywords are W(W= (W1, W2, ...,Wp)).
The cloud server provides the searching service on the set C. The user types a topic from data and the server is responsible for writing the topic search with the set C and presenting data from the set to him. The fuzzy keyword explorer returns the close topics using the following rules. 1) If the user's the search term was exactly like the keywords W, then the Cloud server return the text associated with it.
2) If from the terms and Or use in searching, then the server returns the closest answer.
Security model
Our assumption on an unreliable server in terms of data protection is information. It means that the server may reveal the other user's sensitive information in reply to searching a user. We will use from the previous security method [3] to protect the sensitive information.
Design aim
Introducing new mechanism for creating the fuzzy keywords set designing an appropriate fuzzy searching set and the designed system validation.
Distance model
There are several methods for grouping similar string. In the paper [4] , the chahack distance [5] [6] that we used from fuzzy optimization, the distance between w1 and w2 indicates with ed(w1, w2) and equals to the required operations to convert one of them instead of the other including three operations: 
The adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)
The structure of fuzzy neural network is shown in figure Y. IN this figure, the output of the nodes of the first layer is the degree of linguistic variables. Typically, bell membership functions are used in the layer. The structure of Bell membership function is shown in this formula [7] :
The second layer in fuzzy neural network is the law layer. The condition part of rules is calculated by the fuzzy operator of min, and the result is applied as the degree of law enforcement.
Learning activities in this layer are done by changing the degree of law enforcement regarding the training data which are injected into the network. In the third layer of the linear combination, results rate law is used to determine the membership degree in a specific category. In the fourth layer, the Sigmund membership function is used. Network training vector is injected into the network based on the following relationship [8] :
Here xk refers to the kth pattern in input vector, then we will have: Error function for pattern K is calculated from the following equation.
Equation should be written here. Where YK and OK are the desire output and the calculated output, respectively.
Related Works
The past works are divided into three categories:
The search of the fuzzy keywords: in recent decade, the importance of the fuzzy search has taken into consideration. [9] and [10] . This group allows the user to use from the technique try and see based on the final estimation by the fuzzy system for finding the required term.
Researchable encryption: Traditional researchable encryption [1] , [2] and [3] is widely used in encrypted texts. The first encrypted search was done by song and his colleagues. [11] GA and the colleagues, [12] have used from bloom filter for extracting the idea from the original text. Chang [13] and Kartmola [3] have used from a kind of the index that corrected the idea table from the original text. Bonch and the colleagues used from a global key such as Sang's work and the colleagues. A remarkable point in the above work is to search on the basis of the same term.
Other works: A private watch [15] widely uses from the solidarity factor between data for their searching. This method is used for watching two information sets with each other very much.
Private information retrieval PIR [16] is another technique for reaching to information with high security.
The use of the fuzzy system for finding the closest option also did by Li and the colleagues [4] by using the corrected distance between the searchable term and Cloud data in 2010. It presented the best results until now. The main problem for their method is very high closing for the exit winning number to making the fuzzy with each other increasing the error percent highly.
At first we compare how the fuzzy keywords work on encrypted data. The encrypted function is like the following form:
Where sk is the secret key and setup is secret algorithm with the Landa parameter and enc is encoder and dec is the encoder detector. Twi is to map the way of no return from Wi. This mapping can do these operations with the function f such as [1] , p [2] and p [3] . With giving SK and Wi to the function f: Twi=f(SK,Wi)
For every wi, we define a set of the fuzzy word d. this set is called Wi and contain all possible form that is d> (w,w')ed. For example, on the first characters from the set W=ray, all possible from for W equals to aay ,bay, cay, ... , zay. For making an index on Wi the data owner from a mapping with secret key sk use in Twi = f (sk,W'i) where sk share between the user and he. The data owner also encrypts FIDwi with the function ENC(sk, FIDwi). Then, the index Twi and ENC (sk, FIDwi) and the term W by the user, he computes the mapping W with the same Tw =f (sk,w) and send it to the server. Then, the server considers when sending the search term to the server mapping ed(W, W'i) for all W'i and selects the smallest and return ENC (sk,FIDwi). Then the user decodes and uses this file. But there is a basic problem in the above method. For example, in English data with the length L for d=1 is the cases number W'i the same with changing the word which equals to 1 multiplies 26. and for d=2 in the cases with the change is L*26 and in the cases with two changing equals to (L(L+1)/2)*26^2 which is for d=2 altogether:26L+(L(L+1)/2)*26^2And for the word 10000 with the length 10 bits, the index forms are (26*10+
(SS*26*26)*10000*10=3Gbit and meanwhile the main text includes: 10000*10+97 kbit. Therefore, it is necessary to need a kind of the fuzzy keywords with less size.
Proposed approach
To eliminate the size problem in fuzzy rules on one hand and the search system is better than to a neurofuzzy model. Hereinafter, our basic aim will be on two principles. First, it is the construction of the neurofuzzy system whenever the search term was different from the user's aim; it can give him the closest aim and second is to design a safe and useful search for the user.
For this purpose, first, we assume that the set W contains the English lowercase, then the included keywords in the cloud.Servers were encoded. Ski has an equivalent (sk + 97) to (sk + 122) with words using membership functions are fuzzy in figure 1 . We use snorm for creating the fuzzy statement and the method snorm is an algebra sum. Now we must deal with writing the fuzzy rules. It forms a rule for every combined keyword. From creating every letter between its letters. For example, W=ray, all possible cases for w̕ equal to *ray, r*ay, ra*y and ray*.for d=2 is L+(L(L+I)/2) altogether. And for 10000 words with the length 10 bits. The index cases numbers are (10+(ss))*10000*10= 6. 1Mbit and this method decrease the data sizes of the fuzzy system 500 times than that of before method. We can consider the following rule for every term sbz which it is the keyword encryption ray with sk=1:
=3 or … then y=1 where y=1 is the exit fuzzy. In brief this rule is written 1337777777
Where 7 is the lack of the membership function. It can also be written sbz in the following forms:*sbz, s*bz, sb*z,sbz*. Where the four rules are in the following rule:{1, 3, 3, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7}, {1, 7, 3, 3, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7},{1, 3, 7, 3, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7 , 7}, {7, 1, 3, 3, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7}.
The inference engine used is the product motor with the minimum tnorm. We use from a creative method for non-fuzzy. The fuzzy statement prior to every group from the rules were computed which used from a range and divided by their numbers. So 5 groups of the number obtains from non-fuzzy of every range. We multiply these 5 groups by 50 to become the number which changes into binary 5 bits. Now, we turn into each number to the binary. Now, we bound outputs of each 5 bits into others bits to obtain a 25-bit number from each keyword string.
Therefore each term accessible in Cloud server changes into 25 bits. Table1 shows converting 5 keywords daivid, paul, ray, benjamin, anderson is 25 bits. a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a Now we use from a neural network with back propagation architecture with 25 input layers and 100 secret layers and 5 output layers. Among them 25 fuzzy input and output layers which obtained in the previous phase. 5 output layers are 5 fuzzy keywords as 10000=anderson, 01000=benjamin, 00100=ray, 00010=paul, 00001=daivid are saved. We consider the outputs in the following form (Table 2 ). The number of the secret layer was selected in a trial and error method to find recognition and work percent maximum with high speed and the output layers were selected on the basis of experimental keyword numbers. During the learning process was modulated the number of secret layer nerves and learning coefficient and momentum coefficient to obtain the least amount of error and all errors were computed from the following relation:
Where O is a real output and P is an aim. The obtained results are observed from training the network from 72 epochs in table3. The network is observed after finishing the training in epoch 94 which has learned the output model and the error rate is acceptable (Table 4) . 
Evaluating the proposed approach
Now we must give the fuzzy data from the term into the network with updated weights to specify the outputs. For this purpose we have two data categories. First, the same exact data with the ones on cloud server to evaluate the made system.
Second, different and close data with the server terms. For the first state we use the term search paul. It returns the result in table 5. And for state2, we do the search benja6amin which is a changed input from benjamin observed in table 6. The written strong neurofuzzy engine could search the use̛ s term with keeping the security among the servers. 
Practical results
Proposed methods in this paper implemented in c#.Net language in the software Visual studio 2008. For testing the software performance after training the neural network with 5 keywords. 3 data groups have given for testing. The first group contained the same term in the server like paul and the second group consisted of the terms with one different preposition like benja6min and the third one is the data with two or more difference like benja6mfin who the recognition results are observed in Table7.
Table7. Recognition percent of data testy good 10 data 30 data 100 data
The same term
